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GRAIN DRIERS

James F. Kell y.l/
Our subject -- grain drying -- is important because grain is important.

As

bread, as cereals, as meat producer, more people depend on grain for life itself
than any other food .
I am much aware of the fact that you are a group of seedsmen and primarily
interested in drying seed.
driers of various t ypes.

Our company has done considerable work with seed

The discussion toda y , however , will be directed primaril y

toward tower or self-contained grain driers.

The comments are made with the hope

that you will see a correlation between the principles used in commercial grain
drying and those needed for the proper dry ing of seed.

It is our feeling that there

exists a possible trend toward the tower unit for seed applications .
brought about by two main factors:

This move is

(l) in the case of corn , field shelling is be-

coming more and more an accepted practice, (2) there is reas.on to believe tha t
better results can be obtained in a tower drier due to agitation of the material and
the resulting uniform exposure of the grain to the drying air .
Drying is dependent on three factors : (l) air , (2) heat , (3) exposu re time .
It is the proper obligation of a grain drier manufacturer to provide a device that

will combine these factors in the most effective , economi.cal and efficient relationship. Water is a liquid and air is a gas .
bine in their normal state.

The two will , therefore , not com-

The problem in drying is to change the moisture in

combination to a vapor , cause it to migrate to the surface of the kernel , and then
to provide "thirsty air" to carry this moisture away .
ferent drying problems .

Different grains present dif-

For example, wheat and oats are the easiest grains to dry;

corn and milo represent approximately average drying difficulties and soybeans are

.l/Mr. Kelly, President; Aeroglide Corporation , Raleigh , North Carolina; equipment
manufacturers - grain, produce, packaging .
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the most difficult.
Though many different driers are offered the trade today
three basic type classifications.

1

all units fall into

They are illustrated by the diagrams shown be-

low.
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Belt Type Drier

Texas Tower Type Drier

LSU or Inverted "V"
Baffle Type Drier

In the belt type drier

1

the heated air is blown through a wire mesh or per-

forated belt and then through a layer of grain varying in thickness from 6 to 14
inches.

Advantage of this design is that it is adaptable to a portable self-con-

tained unit.
in nature

1

Disadvantage of the design is that the drier is completely mechanical

has no agitation in the material being dried

1

and is limited in capacity.

The Texas tower type drier utilizes screened columns to hold a layer of
grain approximately 6 inches thick.
struction

1

Advantages of this drier are economy of con-

easy standardization of components and low holding capacity enabling

small batches to be dried.

Disadvantage of the design is that the air must pass

through two screens as well as the grain column.

If the screen mesh is fine enough
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to retain the grain

1

it is obvious that the drier will be subject to clogging and will

require frequent cleaning . Another disadvantage is the fact that a separate house
must be provided for weather protection .

In this unit it is obvious that little

if

I

any 1 agitation of the material occurs as it passes downward through the tower.
The L. S. U. type drier is so named because the first documented work on
the drier was done at

Lo~isiana

State University.

As a practical matter , however,

this drier design has been utilized in the United States since about 1900. · Advantages are that the drier utilizes gravity completely; that the housing is also the
grain container and the weather protection; there are no screens involved
air passes through grain only.

I

and the

By the nature and arrangement of the air ducts

I

uniform constant agitation of the product is assured .
The belt type and Texas tower type units are sometimes called non-mixing
driers

1

and the L. S. U. type units are classed as mixing driers.

This , I think , is

an important argument for the L. S . U. type unit since the grain must follow a zigzag path through the drier accompanied by constant agitation and uniform mixing .
USDA studies show that more uniform drying is usually achieved in a mixing type
unit .
Temperature is a most important factor in grain drying and is properly the
subject of much discussion . . Seed 1 we believe 1 should not be subjected to temperatures in excess of 110° F. if the germination is not to be harmed .

The wet

milling industry claims they do not want their corn subjected to temperatures in
excess of 140°.

From repeated tests throughout the cou ntry , it has been con-

clusively shown that the nutritive value of grain is not damaged by artificial drying .. Wheat to be used fcit milling is thought by many cereal chemists to damage
the gluten thereby impairing the milling qualities . . Recent tests conducted in
Kansas and in Canadian experiment stations

1

however, largely refute this theory .

It should be kept constantly in mind that in a properly operated drier , the

temperature of the grain itself lags 50° to 60° behind the temperature of the drying
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air.

Drier manufacturers have done a remarkable job in the area of safety and con-

trol of their process .

Frankly , many operators need more education in the proper

use of the controls that are a standard part of most driers .

The automatic thermo-

stat which regulates the drying air temperature is backed up by limit switches in
both the warm air and exhaust air ducts.

In the event of unusual temperatures ,

both audible and visible alarms alert the operator.

Should a fire exist in the drier

and trip the exhaust duct limit switch , then the interlocking of all controls will
promptly shut off the fire, air , feed conveyors, and reclaim units; thereby , isolating the difficulty in the drier itself.

Power discharges are so driven as to

accurately control the retention time in the drier. Another feature that is of great
importance is the ability to proportion the drying - cooling air ratio depending on
the ambient temperature.
Grain compared with tobacco , cotton or steel on a per pound basis , is a
cheap commodity.

Economics, therefore, demands that large volumes be handled

in order to avoid high unit processing cost.
necessary trend.

Larger grain driers seem to be a

The larger driers are cheaper per bushel of capacity and will

save in labor cost, operating charges and maintenance cost.
As a recapitulation , I would like to emphasize th,e following five
l.

points~

The tower drier (L . S . U. design) has the advantage of better control
over all factors involved in drying , whether se e d or commercial
grains.

2.

The mixing type drier has obvious advantages and for seed applications would apparently be the preferred unit .

3.

Grain drying is not a mystery or a secret process but a basic pro blem to which the basic physical laws apply .

Sales claims not

withstanding, the factors involved are heat , air and exposure time .
4.

Grain driers are safe to operate , though education of the owners in
operating technique is of utmost importance .
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5.

The trend toward larger sizes of grain driers is perhaps good for
the seed industry .

Larger size units will permit realistic seed

output even with low temperature drying aiL

I

